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September-2014. This report mainly discusses the 
introduction of categories in the HTS as supervised 
methods can solve some inherent problems of topics 
models. This new version was upgraded on the 
production server at the end of July. 
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1. Introduction 

This document reports WP6 progress on the Hot Topic Sensing (HTS) system during the 

period March-2014 to September-2014. 

Summary and Outline: 

Improving Quality of the Hot Topic Sensing (HTS) 

First, we have addressed WP3 complaints regarding the stability and robustness of the HTS 

server. Secondly, we have leveraged user-interactions in order to improve the quality of 

topics. This is why, we have worked on using supervised algorithms to help facilitators to 

create and monitor relevant topics matching their interest. We have specified and 

implemented a classifier API: it was deployed on the production server end of July and it is 

now possible to label documents and words to create categories. 

Section 2 reports on the change of strategy for the HTS system and Section 3 reports on the 

software development of HTS. Please note that most of the HTS functions are integrated in 

the core platform: for a direct access to our servers, please follow the instructions in the 

appendix. 

Learning and Discovering of Categories 

Finally, we have continued to explore research questions around the detections and learning 

of categories. In deliverable D6.4, we have investigated how the known categories could be 

integrated in the topic discovery phase and experiments with a matrix factorization approach 

(JointNMF) were conducted. This led us to conduct new experiments and to revisit our state 

of the art with references on active learning, category discovery and submodular functions. 

Section 4 discusses the new HTS research questions. 

Team Changes: 

During this period, the Xerox WP6 team has changed considerably: 

 Guillaume Bouchard formerly leader of the WP left the project FUPOL. 

 Trong-Ton Pham, our former developer left the project 

 Stéphane Clinchant became the new WP leader. 

 Théo Trouillon joined as a full time developer for a period of 3 months to work on the 

FUPOL development. 

 Jean-Marc Andreoli joined briefly the team to help on the transfer of categories and 

discuss the new HTS research question. 
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The appendix contains instructions to log to our servers, various results and the detailed HTS 

API with the categories. 
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2. Hot Topic Sensing  Strategy 

According to the FUPOL Result letter of January 2014, it was argued that the major 

challenge faced by WP6 was the quality of the topics extracted by the topic model algorithm 

used in the HTS module. Therefore, work in WP6 should focus on improving it. 

Let us recall here one the conclusions of our research work in deliverable 6.4: 

On way to improve the HTS algorithm is to leverage user-

interaction in order to improve the quality of topics. We 

have experimented here with feature labelling methods and how 

to best combine a set of classifiers and a clustering 

algorithm. We have first proposed to add constraint in the 

NMF models but observed it did not lead to desirable 

behaviour even if we have not explored a regularized solution 

with slack variable to account for user constraints. We then 

experimented with a JointNMF model, which simply consists in 

‘freezing’ topics to the ones defined by features labelling: 

it turned to be effective when using few labels ... 

 

     Leveraging user interactions and using classification techniques (supervised machine 

learning) is the path we followed in this cycle. The idea is to give users the possibility to 

create classifiers in the HTS system. Hot Topics will be detected and monitored thanks to 

clustering algorithms and text classifiers. 

Therefore, this section reports on the change of strategy regarding the HTS algorithms. 

Motivations: 

We argued here that solely improving the topic model algorithm would not be sufficient to a 

address the tasks the user could be interested in. Topics Models (Latent Dirichlet Allocation, 

Non-Negative Matrix Factorization) suffers from similar problems than clustering and 

unsupervised learning in general. In deliverable 6.4, we already mention several problems 

that the user face when interpreting topics1. 

Furthermore, one of the most significant problems comes from the evolving and dynamic 

nature of social media. Suppose that the user ‘likes’ a topic at time t, at time t+1 due to new 

data, there is no guarantee to recover this ‘good’ topic if no explicit feedback is given to the 

system even if dynamic topic models are used 

                                           

 

1 CF D6.4: Problems Users experience with topic models: 

-these documents should have similar topics but they don’t 

-this topic should have syntactic coherence  

-these words shouldn’t be the in same topic but are; or these words should be in the same topic but 

aren’t 
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In addition, even if we were using the ‘best’ topic model algorithm, there is no guarantee to 

find the categories the user is interested in. For instance, some users could be interested by 

‘broad topic cluster’, some by fine-grained event and it would be hard to meet all those 

needs with a single generic topic model algorithm. 

Furthermore, since the beginning of the project there is an important ambiguity regarding 

‘Hot Topics’. The various stakeholders we met and the state of the art we analysed (cf D6.1) 

lead us to distinguish these two different interpretations: 

• Event: A fine grained-event like a strike, murder, a political scandal.  In that 

case, many articles suddenly appear at the same time. 

• Trend: A long quiet steady trend on economic downturn in the city, 

transportation, pollution in a city. 

These two ‘hot topics’ have different time resolution and we have claimed that a single 

algorithm may not fit well these different cases. 

Solution 

All the reasons lead to the development of categories. Hence, user interactions are required 

to retain topics and moving from an unsupervised setting to a semi-supervised one becomes 

mandatory and beneficial: this was already argued for this in D6.3 and D6.4. This is why we 

have focused this year on the development of categories (in the traditional machine 

learning sense) instead of topics. In a way, topics are just one part of the bigger picture as  

their function is to suggest relevant categories for the user. 

In a nutshell, we propose the following user interaction over time: 

 

 

Category Creation: 

A category consists of: 

First, suppose that social media are added as usual. 

Then: 

1. From time to time, topics are computed and proposed to the 
facilitator 

2. Depending on the quality of proposed topics, he/she decides to 
create categories to indicate that the topic is relevant. The user 
can eventually create categories independently of topics. 

3. Documents continue to be added to HTS 
4. From time to time, the user examined documents predicted to 

categories, analyze a new set of topics and decide whether to 
add a new category 

This process would continue over time etc. 
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 An ID 

 A name, description 

 A set of labelled documents 

 A set of labelled words (only ‘positive’ words’) 

As both documents and features (words) can be labelled, users can easily create and update 

categories. For example, one could create a category like that: 

 Name=”Transportation”, 

 Positive_Docs: [new_1_id_1,tweet_12_id] , Negative_Docs:[news_3_id] 

 Category_Words =[bus,transportation,traffic,taxi] 

To ease the creation of categories, topics can be used to seed a category. This is what has 

been done in User Interface of the Core Platform: (cf following image). 

 

Figure 1 Core Platform Screenshot: Category Creation from a Topic 

 

For instance, users can easily create a category on the ‘Virus Ebola’, which has been 

detected as a topic. 

Nevertheless, for the machine learning algorithm to work, it is necessary that the user 

checks the predictions and annotate documents. This clearly entails a cost for the use who 

need to spend time reading and making sense of the document and predictions. We will 

come back to that point later in the report. 
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Benefits of the approach 

The proposed approach has several advantages: 

 It solves an inherent problem with topics in a streaming environment. When 

documents are gradually added to the system, one cannot guarantee that a 

found topic in the past could be found in the future when more documents 

are present in the database. Therefore, even if the topic is of good quality, we 

cannot keep, maintain apriori this topic over time without any feedback on 

this topic. Creating a category is the feedback from the user telling the 

system: ‘this is a good topic and I want to monitor it in the future’.  

 Explicit User Feedback: the user would create a category when a proposed 

topic is relevant to its need. He can add information on categories through 

word labels, document labels and the quality hopefully improves over time. 

 Implicit User Feedback. If a topic is proposed but no category is created, then 

this potentially indicates that the topic is of poor quality or irrelevant to the 

user. 

It was argued previously that topics are only here to suggest categories. With a 

categorization system, we might make a different use of the topic model by looking at recent 

documents. The change of strategy for retraining topics is likely to be more effective at 

detecting ‘Event’ like phenomenon as the system will focus its analysis on a shorter period of 

time. Note that in previous versions, the system used to compute topics on all documents 

collected by core platform.  

In addition, the computation of topics is now limited to the most recent 5000 documents and 

the advantages of this new strategy are the followings: 

 It is more computationally efficient. Topics are only computed on a subset of 

documents, therefore making the approach scalable. 

 We argued that we have components to address both ‘event’ like and ‘trend’ like hot 

topics. For example, topics can be used to detect event like phenomenon in social 

media while categories can monitor trends. 

For a more thorough analysis, we still offer the possibly to compute topics on specific date 
range2. However, it is yet unclear whether the facilitator is interested in doing such an 
analysis and if it can be easily integrated. Therefore, it needs to be discussed with the 
partners. 

3. HTS Server Development 

After having introduced the change of logics for the HTS system, this section reports on the 

software engineering tasks. 

                                           

 

2
 (cf API call of get_topic_proposal_on_date, example: “give me topics for campaign X from March 2014 

and July 18
th )

”. 
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Improving Stability and Performances: 

As said in the introduction, one critical task after the review was also to address the 

complaints of WP3 regarding the stability and robustness of our software.  

WP3 indeed encountered repeated errors and bugs when pushing documents to our system 

or when training topic models. Moreover, Xerox main software engineer left the project, 

therefore slowing down the integration process. Théo Trouilon replaced him and had to be 

trained on the HTS architecture and underlying components.  

First of all, we added several logging mechanism to better identify the sources of possible 

bugs and bottlenecks. 

 

 

Figure 2 Screenshot from the HTS Sentry logger 

 

We ran scaling tests and properly configured apache to log every requests and responses. It 

turned out that the main cause of the problem was an inappropriate configuration of Apache 

on our virtual machine, which created many threads and ran out of memory from time to 

time, which then created errors.  

The correct configuration of Apache solved the errors but did not fully address the scalability 

requirements for dealing with many campaigns at the same time. 

Therefore, we also purchased a physical machine on the FUPOL budget in order to obtain 

better performances. We then had to move data from the virtual machine servers to the 

physical machine and to properly configure this machine for our tasks, compile optimized 

numerical libraries (openBLAS) in order to boost performance etc. 

Integration of a Categorization System. 

To integrate a classifier in the HTS system, we first had to agree on a workflow and API with 

WP3. There were several iterations on the proposed API before an agreement was reached. 

The following table summarizes the main function of the REST API. For the sake of brevity, 

the detailed HTS API is included in the appendix at the very end of this deliverable. 

Table 1 Main Function of the REST API for the HTS with Categories 
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Function Call Description 

Adding 
Documents 

 

Adds a collection of documents to the corpus. As a side effect this 
call might trigger a retraining of the topic engine. 

 

Inferring from 
Existing 
Documents 

 

Returns the related categories for every requested doc_id. 
Corresponding document must have been added to the 
TopicEngine beforehand. This function have been created for two 
purposes: separate 

 adding documents and inferring their categories, thus giving the 
possibility to infer categories later and many times; and to 
separate with the next function that infer categories on not added 
documents. 

 

Inferring 
Documents 

 

Returns the related categories for every requested document. 
Unlike addDocuments this function does not add the documents 
to the corpus, but instead it just uses the knowledge that is 
contained inside the topic engine for labeling the documents. 

 

Create Category 

 

Creates a new category. 

Update Category 
Attributes 

 

Allows the caller to modify the attributes of a category  

 

Add Category 
Words 

Remove 
Category Words 

 

Add/Remove several words to a specific category. The request 
might contain words that have already been added to the 
category.  

Add/Remove 
Category 
Documents 

 

Adds/Remove several document ids to a specific category.  

 

Sofware Developement 

The main bulk of software development was spent on the development of a categorization 

system. First of all, we had to choose between different machine learning models and 

software components to implement a categorization system. 

Our options were: 

1. Develop the full API from scratch 
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2. Interfacing with scikit-learn3, a python library for machine learning 

3. Use an internal prototype  developed for experimenting with  multi-task learning 

models (This prototype was first developed in the context of another European 

project called FUSEPOOL). 

 

After quickly evaluating each alternative, we decided to use the multi-task learning prototype 

called ‘MTLS’. The main idea of multi-task learning4 is to solve several learning problem 

jointly while benefiting from the knowledge of other tasks. 

In our setting, each task is a category and all classifiers are learned jointly by sharing 

subspaces of the original feature vector space. The idea is to use ‘correlations’ between 

different tasks and to better identify relevant subspaces linked to categories.  

By sharing the tasks, the classifiers can potentially have better predictive performance with 

less labelled information. This is an important point as FUPOL users might be reluctant to 

providing many labels when defining categories. 

The MTLS prototype consisted in 3 major components: 

1. A Cassandra 5 database  

2. A REST API powered by the python Web Framework  Bottle6  

3. Core modules implementing the Multi-Task models 

In a nutshell, the database is responsible for storing the raw data and machine learning 

models, Bottle exposes and handles the https requests while the core modules implement 

the machine learning machinery. 

First of all, we had to get familiar with the Cassandra database system. Cassandra is a No-

Sql database but is founded on different principles than our mongo database. We then 

experimented with this prototype and it turned out that the MTLS prototype did not meet our 

expectations. We discovered many limitations and had to improve gradually this first 

prototype  to address the FUPOL case. 

The main improvements included: 

 Correct Handling of UTF-8 strings from the database layer to the Web ones 

 Refactoring the API and code to support batch operations (insertion of a batch of 

documents, prediction on a batch etc) …. 

                                           

 

3
 http://scikit-learn.org/ 

4
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-task_learning 

5
 http://cassandra.apache.org/ 

6
 http://bottlepy.org/docs/dev/index.html 
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 Improving the learning algorithm to converge faster using an alternating least square 

algorithm and adding a logistic loss cost function. The previous prototype used a 

stochastic gradient descent method which had low convergence rate. 

 Optimizing the code and implementing several cache mechanisms at the Web layer to 

speed up computations, changing synchronous calls to asynchronous ones etc. 

These corrections were actually more time consuming than planned and delayed the 

successful integration with WP3 as we encountered many problems we had not anticipated. 

Software Architecture: 

The high-level architecture of the HTS system is depicted in the following diagram: 

Figure 3 HTS System Architecture 

 

Figure 4 Overall archicture of the Hot Topic Sensing Module 

First of all, we continued following the REST services paradigm and therefore build on 

the previous HTS versions to add the new services for the categories: every interaction with 

WP3 is carried out with https requests in a stateless fashion. In addition, users interfaces 

were developed by Cellent in the Core Platform in order to interact with categories.  

Statistics and  Examples 

As of September 2014, the production server is in charge of managing and analysing a 

significant amount of data. We give here an indication on the data volume in the following 

tables. 
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Number of Documents ≃ 2,000, 000 

Number of Topic Engines, i.e 
campaigns 

 237 

Number of Categories 110  

 

The number of HTTP requests per day averages around 5000: 

Table 2 Number of HTTP Requests (Production Server) 

Number of  http 
Requests 

Date 

1831 01/Sep/2014 

2859 02/Sep/2014 

2647 03/Sep/2014 

14224 04/Sep/2014 

7166 05/Sep/2014 

5005 06/Sep/2014 

4150 07/Sep/2014 

4407 08/Sep/2014 

5114 09/Sep/2014 

4441 10/Sep/2014 

6393 11/Sep/2014 

5256 12/Sep/2014 

4629 13/Sep/2014 

4354 14/Sep/2014 

4666 15/Sep/2014 

4882 16/Sep/2014 

5531 17/Sep/2014 

5273 18/Sep/2014 

6044 19/Sep/2014 

5632 20/Sep/2014 

2458 21/Sep/2014 

3042 22/Sep/2014 

5252 23/Sep/2014 

5809 24/Sep/2014 
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Apart from the core platform, one can directly access 7  the existing categories from the 

production server at the following address: 

https://htsweb.services.open.xerox.com/hts/api/v1/category/?format=json 

Two examples of categories are given here: 

{"corpus": "/hts/api/v1/corpus/5277ad8680dbbb1b4481d749/", "description": 

"", "id": "53d3c8c1cc9b10768d921764", "index": 1, "name": "Graffiti Puber", 

"resource_uri": "/hts/api/v1/category/53d3c8c1cc9b10768d921764/", "words": 

["aggressiv", "anrainer", "blimlinger", "cornelia", "graffiti", 

"graffitis", "hauswanden", "polizei", "prangen", "puber", "pubers", 

"renato", "schriftzug", "sprayer", "streetart", "streifzug", "tags", 

"ubersprayt"]}, 

 

{"corpus": "/hts/api/v1/corpus/5277ad8680dbbb1b4481d749/", "description": 

"", "id": "53d3c8fecc9b10769188649b", "index": 2, "name": "Referendum 

Einwanderung", "resource_uri": 

"/hts/api/v1/category/53d3c8fecc9b10769188649b/", "words": 

["akzeptierbare", "arbeitgeberverbands", "ausschusses", "begrenzen", 

"binnenmarktes", "einbiegen", "enttauschung", "ermahnte", "kontingente", 

"masseneinwanderung", "personenverkehrs", "riexinger", "unsicherheit", 

"volksabstimmung", "votum", "widerspruchslos", "zuwanderer", 

"zuwanderung"]} 

 

User Interface Prototypes for Categories: 

We also have developed a prototype UI to access categories on the test server. For instance, 

on the test-server (https://htsweb.services.open.xerox.com/hts/category/), one can access 

the list of categories in the system for all campaigns. Please note that some of these 

categories are on this server only for testing purposes. 

                                           

 

7 Using the credentials: Login=reviewersfupol and Password=fupol2014 

 

https://htsweb.services.open.xerox.com/hts/api/v1/category/?format=json
https://htsweb.services.open.xerox.com/hts/category/
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By clicking on a category, one can access the list of predictions for that category, view 

‘positive’ documents: 

 

In this screenshot, one can easily labels documents as positive (belonging to the category or 

negative as ‘not in the category’ and the model is then updated. 

After several weeks of testing and corrections in June and July, this new version of the HTS 

was put on production beginning of August 2014. 
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Model Description 

We detail here the multi task learning model implemented in the MTLS system for readers 

interested by such details. 

Let    (   ) be the document-term matrix where    the term frequency of word j in 

document i. Let   be the matrix of document–categories representing the labels. The MTLS 

model seeks 3 low-rank matrices A, B, C of rank k which minimizes: 

     ||     ||
 
      (     ) 

where k is a parameter and Loss can be a quadratic or a logistic loss function8. Matrices A 

and B actually represents low dimensional subspaces, as known as embeddings, for 

documents and words. Matrix C represents embeddings of labels i.e. categories. Basically, 

this model project all the data in subspaces of dimension k and seek which subspaces are 

the most appropriate to represent the data and to predict well the labels.  

The left part of the equation represents the reconstruction error of the data and can be 

understood as the ‘generative’ component of the classifiers: how much do these embedding 

represents well the data? The right part (loss) stands for the classifier prediction errors. This 

model seeks to minimize the prediction error, while finding subspaces appropriate for the 

prediction and reconstruction of the data: it has both flavours of generative and 

discriminative classifiers. 

The rank k can be chosen by cross-validation or simply by heuristic to the square root of the 

number of documents. Learning is performed by alternating minimization, setting B, C, 

learning A, setting B,A and learning C, etc. 

Note that we had to optimize access to these embedding matrices as they can become quite 

large. In particular, when categories need to be predicted for new documents, it is necessary 

to quickly load the matrix B. It took 10-12 seconds to load the matrix in the first version of 

our code. We have first tried to optimize Cassandra cache mechanism but without success. 

The solution was to rely on an external caching library to speed up access to these matrices 

and to batch the operations as much as possible.  

Regarding feature labelling, it works roughly as experiments in D6.4:  documents with at 

least two or 3 category words are labelled as pseudo-positive. In D6.4, we had indeed 

observed that labelling with a single word can perform poorly, as a single word does not 

capture context and can be ambiguous. 

Evaluation on 20NewsGroup  

To validate our system, we evaluated our improved Multi-Task Learning algorithm against 

several popular baselines on a subset of the 20 newsgroup dataset. 

                                           

 

8
Loss(A,C,Y)=log(1+exp(-Y*(A.*C))) with Y in {0,1} 
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We compare our model (MTLS) against: 

 A Logistic Regression with a Bag of Word feature representation( LR-BOW) 

 A Support Vector Machine with a Bag of Word feature representation (SVM-BOW) 

 A Support Vector Machine using feature from a truncated Singular Value 

Decomposition (to be similar with the latent factors obtained by MTLS). 

Then, we varied the number of training examples per class and repeat this procedure for a 

100 times. The following table shows the average accuracy for each method. Note that the 

regularization parameters for Logistic Regression and SVM were not cross-validated (nor the 

gamma in our model). Thus, all the performances assume default values for parameter. 

Nevertheless, it gives an idea on the performance of the MTLS model even though the use of 

accuracy might not be the best metric to capture user needs. 

 

#labels per class 10 50 100 

Embedding Size 
(k) 

11 25 35 

MTLS 0.55 0.74 0.78 

LR-BOW 0.47 0.68 0.75 

SVM-BOW 0.34 0.58 0.67 

SVM-SVD 0.58 0.66 0.69 

 

Table 3 Cross Validated Accuracy for Different Classifiers. The MTLS classifiers yield state 

of the art performance. 

Varia 

This section reports on several tasks related to the HTS. 

Apart from the core learning algorithm, the features used to represent textual documents 

play an important role in the final performance. We briefly experiments with several variants 

of tf-idf weighting scheme. The options we want to asses were the followings: whether it is 

beneficial to l2 normalized document vector, whether it is beneficial to use a concave 

function of term frequencies. 

To do so, we compared the top words found by topics on a small dataset of 5000 docs from 

20Newsgroup. We also measured the topic coherence with statistical scores (mutual 

information, cosine between score) for the top words of each topic. Such a score measures 

the association pattern for the words.  

Our observation was that the current term weighting scheme favours bursty words namely, 

words which appears many times in few documents but relatively less in others. When IDF is 
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estimated on large collection, it clearly helps to discriminate between common words and 

‘bursty’ words. Note that this phenomenon is partly known and used in the Event detection 

literature 9 (cf D6.1). 

Furthermore, the unit normalization tends to slightly promote common words as the 

Document frequency statistic become more important and significantly decreased the topic 

quality (an average of 12 against 35 when not normalizing). A logarithm or square root 

function of term frequencies seems to penalize slightly more bursty words but obtain a 

better statistic for the topic coherence. 

 

Table 4 Term Weighting influence on the topic quality (statistical association of top topic 

words) 

Term Weighting Average Topic Quality 

TF-IDF L2 normalized 12 

Log(1+TF)IDF 40 

TF-IDF 35 

 

Another minor change concerning the HTS deals with the stopwords. After having analyzed 

several campaigns, we have observed that the campaign language parameter was never 

properly set. This parameter is responsible for loading language specific stopwords. In 

addition, we observe that it was common that to find multiple target languages for one 

campaign. For instance, a Zagreb campaign has social media targets in French, German and 

Croatian. To address this problem, we decided to use a single shared list of stopwords with 

major European languages such as English, German, Croatian, French, Italian, Swedish. 

We also have deployed a Geoforum for Zagreb (this tool was presented during last year 

review). It can be accessed through this url: 

https://geoforum.services.open.xerox.com/carte/ with the credentials : 

login=geoforum_zagreb, passwd=zagreb_ox 
 

                                           

 

9
 Analyzing Feature Trajectories for Event Detection, Qi He et al, SIGIR’07 

https://geoforum.services.open.xerox.com/carte/
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Finally, during the integration of categories and upgrade of the production server, we also 

produced several topics model from campaign dumps for pilot cities. 

Summary 

During this cycle, a document categorization system was designed, developed, scaled up and 

integrated in the core platform. Most of our software development effort was spent on this 

task.  

We believe that this document categorization system has several important differentiators: 

 Both documents and features (words) can be labelled. Therefore, users can easily 

create and update categories. 

 The system uses a Multi-Task Learning model making it more effective to learn from 

multiple labels and for different classes at the same time. 

 As the feature labelling techniques may add noise to the document labels, the 

underlying model use latent factors which are likely to be more robust in this 

presence of noise. 

 In addition, this model naturally extends to the case of Semi-Supervised Learning by 

considering the reconstruction error of unlabelled documents. We have tried to make 

the model effective in the intended usage scenario: users would mostly labels words 

and we would have only few document labels. 

 We have changed how topic models should be used: topic models are computed only 

on recent document in order to detect event like phenomenon whereas they used to 

be computed on the entire dataset. In addition, there is a neat integration between 

topic models and categories as it is straightforward to create categories from topics. 
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4. HTS Research Questions 

Introduction 

In this section, we continue the work initiated in D6.4 and explore how the JointNMF 

algorithm could be improved and more generally our goal was to assess new methods for 

the HTS system. 

As of today in the production version of the HTS system, the topic detection algorithm and 

categorizer are independent. In deliverable D6.4, we have investigated how the known 

categories could be integrated in the topic discovery phase: new topics and known 

categories can be seamlessly represented in a single a matrix factorization problem. This is 

the approach we called   ‘JointNMF’ as it performs a joint decomposition of the data between 

topics and learned categories. 

In other words, our question was: Are categories useful to detect new topics? The positive 

results lead us to conclude that the joint approach performed better in our experiments. 

Nevertheless, following this initial idea on the intersection of clustering and classification 

algorithm lead us to ones. The new research question we have studied could be formulated 

and summarize as follows: 

While learning classifiers, can we discover new categories at the same time? 

What is meant by ‘learning classifiers’ is actually the process of annotating new samples and 

potentially using active learning methods. The key intuition is: ‘while learning more 

accurately the decision frontier for classifiers, we can potentially explore and discover new 

classes at the same time. 

We would like to help users to build classifiers from a document dataset. In an ideal world, a 

user would be ready to examine the whole collection of documents and then propose a finite 

set of categories with sufficiently labelled data. In practice, the user has a limited bandwidth, 

attention and time and machine learning algorithms could potentially help to build classifiers 

iteratively. 

Our goal is thus to propose algorithms that would help users:  

•1) discover the potential themes and categories in the dataset. In other words, the 

proposed classifiers have a good recall on the user interests and cover well the 

document corpora.  

•2) label a subset of the data with these categories and train classifiers to generalise 

to the whole dataset In other words produce high quality classifiers. Classifiers to be 

effective (high AUC, MAP, accuracy).  

While stage 2) has been efficiently addressed using techniques such as active learning, stage 

1) remains in many cases a bottleneck, whenever the user has little or no prior knowledge of 

the content of the dataset. We propose to address this problem by jointly performing the 

two stages concurrently: the discovery of classes and their active learning.  
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Our goal is therefore to propose algorithms which can help users both elicit the relevant 

categories and build performant classifiers for them, with minimal effort by the user. This 

means finding the right tradeoff between the actions aiming at eliciting new categories and 

those aiming at improving the classifiers on known categories. Furthermore, the system 

needs to learn from the past, esp. learn from negative feedback such as: 

•We propose a potential category and the user did not consider it  

•When suggesting new categories, past propositions should not be proposed again.  

This clearly implies that different propositions at successive iterations cannot be 

independent. 

Research Challenges: 

 The first challenge to address is to propose a realistic user model: how do a user 

create then annotate categories, with the system’s assistance ? 

For instance, clustering is a standard technique for category discovery, but how can a 

system make sure that a cluster it has generated corresponds to a relevant category 

for the user ? Does the user have to go through all the documents of a cluster to 

decide ? What can the user do to convey the cluster’s imperfection to the system? 

The question is: can we realistically model the cost in terms of attention and 

intellectual effort a human spend when making sense of a category proposal or when 

assessing a document relevance to a category ? 

We believe that there is a clear need to understand how the user interacts with the 

system and what kind of user feedback is preferred over time. 

 

 The second challenge is to propose algorithms which effectively take into account 

such a user model and potentially adapt to the users preferences.  Some preliminary 

experiments have been conducted with a JointNMF model. Furthermore, it is 

necessary to propose efficient and scalable algorithms. Users in an industrial 

environment typically expect a fast response time and the algorithms must work in 

real time conditions. Therefore, we need to extensively experiments with these novel 

methods and develop approximations wherever the exact solution is unfeasible. 

Problem Settings and User Models 

This section gives more details on how the problem was formalized. Let us imagine we had a 

collection of newspapers at our disposal but without any categories. The system would 

propose to the user:   

1. Rank 1: “A Proposal on Economy “ 

• economy, jobs, banks ...  

• 5 documents dealing with economy  

2. Rank 2:” A proposal on Health “ 

• cancer, health, social, insurance, ....  

• 5 documents dealing with health issues  
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Let us imagine that the user skips the first proposal and decides to create a category on 

’Health’. He then labels as positive:  

• 4 words out of the 5 we proposed as ’Health’  

• 3 documents out of the 5 we proposed as ’Health’  

• Ideally, he would also annotate negatives examples.  

In the next iterations, we could either propose new categories or to propose to label new 

instances for a given category. For instance, he could augment the training set of the Health 

category. 

At each training iteration         , an ordered list of possible annotations of size la would 

be shown to be user. For instance, let us suppose that the user can review at most la=20 

category proposals for each iteration. At the first iteration, no category exists and only a list 

of candidate categories is displayed. 

A category proposal is defined by:  

• a ‘small’ set of nc documents  

• a ‘small’ set of wc words representative of this set.  

A simple example of category proposal could be an existing cluster of documents, where the 

most representative words and documents have been selected. Typically, nc ∈(5,10,20) and 

wc∈(10,20) as the user has limited time to examine documents and words.  

Now the key question is how to evaluate such algorithms. In particular, such systems are 

composed of:  

1. A component to select documents for a category proposal or subsequent annotations  

2. A component to select words.  

3. A component for ordering category proposals and producing the rank list  

4. A component suggesting category proposal taking into account the past iterations.  

All these components are not always independent from each other but it would be 

interesting to estimate a change in performance if one of the components changes. 

If we have full knowledge of document labels, there are of course natural performance 

indicators after t
i
 iterations such as:  

•  the number of classifiers created  

• the ranks of the classifier created  

• Accuracy, MAP of each classifier  

• the total number of labelled samples  

• the number of clicks the user had to do.  

We could design some performance measure for each iteration in order to assess ranking 

components and global performance indicators at the end of the process. The process may 

have to decide when to stop or to continue requesting new labels. 
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In an ideal world, we could set up crowdsourcing experiments where we would ask users to 

organize a corpus into categories and where we could interactively ask for new labels. 

 In a first step, we will use fully labelled text categorization datasets and simulate 

user behaviors, as if they would interact with the system online. Of course, these user 

models are limited but by experimenting different models, we could get an idea on the 

limitations of certain methods. 

Batch Category Creation Hypothesis 

Our first assumption deals with the probability of creating a category: When presented with 

nc documents, the probability that a user creates a category is: 

 a function of the fraction of documents belonging to the most frequent category (using the 

true labels Y) in this set of nc documents. 

For instance, when presented with 5 documents such that 3 of them belong to category 

c, and the two others ones belong to others categories, then the probability that the user 

create a category for c is a function of 3/5. This is what we called the batch creation 

hypothesis: to decide whether to create a category or not, a user needs to see several 

documents. As we will see later, this assumption differs from most of the work in the 

literature where users can decide to create a category after examining a single item. 

Let f be the fraction of documents belonging to the most frequent category. The 

probability could be modelled for instance by  

 P(creation)∼Bernouilli(f) or  P(creation)∼1.0/(1.0+exp(−2k(f−puser))) (1) 

where puser, k are appropriately chosen to reflect a user behavior.  

Furthermore, we could imagine a similar method modelling the category creation when the 

user examine propose words.  

User Models: 

We have experimented with the following with user model. When presented with a list of 

category proposal, he would:  

• Try to create at most 1 category per iterations  

• Select only positive documents for that category  

• Select the 5 most relevant/similar words for that category  

After a first series of simulation with this user model, we decided that this model was not the 

easiest one to draw conclusions from. The big problem is that we do not have true labels 

(given by annotators or real users) for words. We have tried to score words to category 

using features selection, cosine distance or mutual information scores but found that the 

chosen words might not be the best representative of the category or that this scoring might 

look somehow artificial. Therefore, it might not be a realistic evaluation measure to evaluate 

or simply experiment with new ideas.  
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This is why we have only considered modelling the creation process with documents only. 

We then consider a user examining the whole list of proposals: we called it UMLooksAll. This 

user corresponds to the standard user in the clustering tasks, where every cluster is 

examined carefully. 

An important difference with clustering is the assumption that users are often only interested 

in some subsets of categories. This is the same case in FUPOL where facilitators are only 

interested by a subset of theme in social media: they are probably not interested by topics 

on football results, nor friends joining to a party. 

Basic Models 

To better illustrate the problem we address, let us experiment with simple systems that fit 

the requirements we discussed before (namely producing a rank list of possible annotations 

batches) and then we will discuss the resulting research questions. Now, we can simulate 

this user behavior, over multiple iterations and gets a total performance measure.  

What we call an experiment consists in: 

 A user model, its parameter (ex: Equation 1 using puser=0.65) and the subset of 

categories he is interested in. For instance , the following code creates a UMLooksAll 

model interested in two categories. 

from user_model import UMLooksAll 

 

user=UMLooksAll(Y) 

user.relevant_categories=[3,5] 

#This user is only interested by category 3 'baseball' and 5 health 

 A Category process algorithm, which suggest annotations batches, new categories or 

new annotations for existing categories. 

 A number of iterations 

 A Cost function: here the cost can be thought of as the number of documents the 

user has seens ( for the UMLooksAll it is a function of the number of iteration) 

 A Performance measure: it can be the AUC for relevant categories for instance. 

Now, let's look on how we could create category processes. This first one  we will try, is the 

most naive one which proposes categories from topics and ignoring completely past 

propositions and existing classifiers.  

 

import category_processes 

 

#Takes references to an existing dataset X and a user 

cp0=category_processes.CPClustering(X, user) 

 

#This ignores shown documents to the user in the clustering algorithm 

cp0.remove_shown_docs=True 

 

#Now lets run the code for 7 iterations: 

for i in range(7): 

    print '\t Iteration',i 

    cp0.iteration() 
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At each iteration, it prints known categorizer and their number of labelled positive (p) and ne

gative (n) documents: 

  Iteration 0 category:3|37p|3n| category:5|20p|0n| 

  Iteration 1 category:3|53p|7n| category:5|33p|7n| 

  Iteration 2 category:3|73p|7n| category:5|53p|7n| 

  Iteration 3 category:3|73p|7n| category:5|73p|7n| 

  Iteration 4 category:3|73p|7n| category:5|73p|7n| 

  Iteration 5 category:3|73p|7n| category:5|73p|7n| 

  Iteration 6 category:3|73p|7n| category:5|73p|7n| 

As one can see after little iterations, no new documents are labelled for those categories. 

Now let us look at the average AUC score for the user’s relevant categories over iterations. 

 

Figure 4.1 Average AUC and F1 score over iterations (Cost) for the naïve clustering 

algorithm 

The process seems to be stuck and does evolves any more. Note that the classifiers are not 

calibrated on AUC values  over different regularization parameters when there is enough 

training data. What happens in practice is that the process continues to propose categories 

that were rejected by the user in the past. In addition, nothing helps in building more 

confident classifiers. To address this last point, an obvious fix is to add an active learning 

component where we suggest to create a new category or to annotate an active learning 

batch.  
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Let us suppose that our user always accept to annotate active learning batches. 

Category Proposal  with Active Learning (CP1) 

At each time step t, do:  

 UnknownDocs(t) = AllDocs – LabelledDocs(t)  

 Perform NMF on UnknownDocs(t) with      clusters  

 Order Cluster by Word Coherence (sum of cosine distance) 

 new_proposals =  For each cluster, select the 20 most representative documents   

 If user has created category:  

o active_proposal = compute active learning batch for each category  

o shuffle active_proposal  

 merge active_proposal and new_proposals 

 

This process essentially performs NMF on all documents without labels assigned by the user. 

In practice, we used       for our simulations. Of course, an extension would be to 

dynamically set this parameter. When there are categories, it also computes active learning 

batches. The following plot shows the naïve clustering approach as before and the improved 

version with an active learning component.  As expected, the classifier performance 

improves over time. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Clustering vs CP1 Process with active Learning 
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Another natural extension is to use the existing classifiers to discard documents with ‘trusted‘ 

predictions. This is similar to the baseline algorithm we experimented with in D6.4 in order to 

evaluate the joint matrix factorization approach. 

Category Proposal with Classification (CP Classify) 

At each time step t, do:  

 If user has created categories:  

o Classify documents with existing classifiers and find the set of documents 

above a certain probability threshold   

o ConfidentDocs(t) = { d |       such that   (  | )    } ( where    is a given 

category ) 

 UnknownDocs(t) = AllDocs – LabelledDocs(t) – ConfidentDocs(t) 

 Perform NMF (clustering) on UnknownDocs(t) with      clusters  

 Order Cluster by Word Coherence (sum of cosine distance) 

 new_proposals =  For each cluster, select the 20 most representative documents   

 If user has created category and do_active_learning:  

o active_proposal = compute active learning batch for each category  

 merge active_proposal and new_proposals 

The following plots show the performance (number of relevant categories discovered, 

average AUC) of the CPClassify process against the JointNMF  model (with an active learning 

component) . The JointNMF approach clearly outperforms the CP Classify process and indeed 

confirms our previous results: it is hard to properly calibrate and estimate the decision 

boundary of classifiers with limited training data. The NMF approach does not suffer from 

this problem as document ‘belonging to categories’ are implicitly factorized in the model 

without relying on such threshold. 
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Figure 4.3 

 

Figure 4.4 

Nevertheless, the previous methods do not implicitly penalized documents similar to 

irrelevant documents previously shown to the user. The process CPClassifyJunk uses a 

classifier where positive samples are past irrelevant documents, namely previous batches  

seen by the user but without category creation. Then, documents such that P(Junk)>90% 

are removed from the NMF clustering. The following shows a comparison of both 

approaches: 
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Our experiments show that it does not seem to make any differences on small datasets 

where categories are easily identifiable (as the clustering algorithm is able to find the 

relevant categories anyway). But, when it is more challenging to find the relevant categories, 

the approach using a ‘junk’ classifier could be beneficial. Now let us take the full 20Ng 

dataset (20,000 documents and 20 categories) and run an experiment where the user is only 

interested in 2 categories. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Category Process CP1 with or without a Junk Classifier on the full 20NG dataset 

On the full dataset, it is indeed more challenging to find the relevant categories. Therefore, 

the simple approach again seems to be stuck and does not find a second relevant category. 

On the contrary, using the Junk classifier enables to discard past propositions and to better 

explore the space of propositions. This is why the second approach can discover both 

categories and start to benefit from active learning batches. This clearly shows that it is 

beneficial to learn from implicit feedback as it discards irrelevant topics. 

Of course, the idea of using a ‘Junk’ Classifier can be combined with the one of discarding 

confident predictions. Following this idea, we have compared the ‘Junk Classifier’ with the 

JointNMF model: 

 The following plot (Figure 4.6 Joint NMF vs CPClassifiy with ‘Junk’ Classifier’ on the 

task of discovering all classes in 20 Newsgroup) shows 3 different simulations where 

the task is to find all categories of the nearly 20,000 documents of 20Ngroup. In this 

scenario, the JointNMF model performs slightly better. 

 Figure 4.7 shows also 3 different simulations, but when the task is to discover learn 5 

randomly chosen categories. In this scenario, both models are on par. Our hypothesis 

is that the harder it is to discover the class, the better the junk classifier would 

perform. One way to answer this question would be to measure the performance of 

each method when discovering 1 class out of 20, 2 out of 20, … etc.  
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Both the junk classifier and the JointNMF implements a similar idea, namely they avoid 

proposing again topics that are similar to the ones proposed previously. JointNMF factors 

in known categories while the Junk Classifier avoid suggesting topics too similar to the 

previous one: it therefore ignores already explored ‘clusters’.  Even if these two 

approaches implement differently a similar idea, they could be combined: both the 

known categories and past topics could be included in the matrix factorization. 

Other extensions could include parameters such as forgetting factors for topics over 

time: a certain topic or a set of document would be penalized only for a few iteration of 

the process. 

 

Figure 4.6 Joint NMF vs CPClassifiy with ‘Junk’ Classifier’ on the task of discovering all 

classes in 20 Newsgroup 

 

Figure 4.7 Joint NMF vs CPClassifiy with ‘Junk’ Classifier’ on the task of discovering a 

classes a subset of classes from  20 Newsgroup (in this case 5 different classes) 
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Literature Review 

We have proposed a simple system which yield categories proposal and active learning 

batches to a user. Is there a strategy that would minimize the user effort to create, discover 

and build efficient classifiers?  

Our problem is closely related to active learning. However, in active learning, the set of 

classes/categories are known a priori.  This is not the case here as new categories can be 

created over time. 

Therefore, we reviewed several related papers regarding active learning and research works 

on Bayesian optimization and submodular functions.  

Submodular functions 

We were first attracted by recent works on submodular functions. For instance, Krause et al. 

[16] addressed a sensor placement problem as the maximization of mutual information 

between sensors modelled by Gaussian Processes. They showed that mutual information was 

submodular and provided bounds on the approximation they provide. 

Suppose we could represent social media documents in Euclidean spaces (using an 

embedding of documents), there would be an analogy between placing sensors to measure a 

physical process and proposing a category/topics related to neighboring documents. If we 

could map our problem of suggesting categories to the ones of placing sensors, we could 

draw inspiration from the literature used in that domain. 

Following the work on sensors placement problem, a seminal work proposed the GP-UCB 

algorithm in order to optimize unknown and noisy functions that are expensive to evaluate. 

The problem is cast as a multi-armed bandit problem where the payoff function is sampled 

from a Gaussian Process. The essential idea is to select points     over time which 

maximizes: 

          (    ( )       ( )) 

This objective prefers points     where the value of the function to maximize is uncertain 

(large variance     ) and where one expects to achieve large rewards (large     ). Several 

extensions of this works were proposed in the literature such as level set estimation. 

In addition, the notion of submodularity has been extended to processes with the Theory of 

Adaptive Submodularity [15].For an introduction on these topics, Brochu et al. [2] provide an 

excellent tutorial on Bayesian Optimization. 

Active Learning 

The second line of relevant research work deals with active learning.  Settles [17] present a 

recent overview of active learning methods: 

Recent works in active learning addresses the following problems 

• Combining Uncertainty and Density  
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• Batch Learning  

• Cost aware active learning  

[6] seems to be one of the first to propose a method for batch active learning. It relies on 

the Fisher Information under a logistic regression model and resorts to submodular 

optimization to assemble the batches. 

[10] was one of the first papers to combine clustering and active learning. The rationale is 

the following: querying ambiguous cluster representative are expected to be more 

informative than potentially ambiguous outliers. [4] build on the previous work  and refines 

it. [8] proposed an adaptive active learning mechanism that use a geometric average of 

density and uncertainty. Let H be the entropy function 

h
β
(x

i
)=u(x

i
)βd(x

i
)1−β 

d(x
i
) =  (  )   (  |    ) (Mutual Information with a Gaussian Process Model) 

u(x
i
) = ( |    ) (Classical Uncertainty on classifiers predictions) 

β is chosen among a set of predefined values at each iteration. The selected sample is the 

one minimizing the expected classification error on the remaining unlabeled instances. 

[12] papers addresses the problems of active learning when bags are already ’formed’, 

namely in the case of multiple instance learning. It differs from our case as a bag with a 

single instance positive is considered positive, which is not the case for us.  

Then, our literature review lead us to papers addressing Active Learning with Costs [18] and 

what is referred as ‘missing labels problems’ [14] (multiLabel category problems where only 

a subset of labels is observed) 

Category Detection 

Finally, we found several highly relevant articles on ‘category detection’. For category 

detection problems, the task is to discover categories from a dataset. This slightly differs 

from our original problems where the proposed problem is to detect categories and train 

classifiers at the same time. In addition, none of these category detection papers consider 

what we call the batch creation hypothesis.  To propose a category, a single datapoint is 

used, whereas we assume that a category is created from a small set of documents. 

We noticed two seminal works for category detection. [11] used an incremental mixture 

models. It then query points the least explained by the models by the model components. 

Note that the jointNMF we have proposed previously can be viewed as an extension of this 

incremental mixture model [11].  

[13] employed a hierarchy of clusters obtained by  Mean Shift. Lastly, [7] use a Generative 

Discriminative model pair (SVM, GMM) and perform alternatively discovery/uncertainty 

queries. 

 [5] proposed a nearest neighbor based active learning for rare category detection (NNDM).  

First, NNDM requires the prior probabilities of classes. Then at each iteration, the algorithm 
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selects the data point with the largest change in local density and iteratively updates the size 

of the balls around each points  

 

Figure 4.8 NNDM Main Algorithm (fom [5]) 

 

We have implemented a greedy algorithm in the spirit of NNDM with takes into account the 

density of documents. One of the problems with this density approach is that it is very 

sensitive to the metric used. For the texts, we use the cosine similarity and it seems to 

detect near duplicates. In fact, with such an approach, we might easily detect users, or 

tweets which get repeated over time. For instance, the ‘most dense‘ region in 20newsgroup 

correspond to a particular user: 

[u&apos;  By law, they would not be allowed to do that anyhow.     --  ----------------

------------------------------------------------------------ Gordon Banks  N3JXP      |

 "Skepticism is the chastity of the intellect, and geb@cadre.dsl.pitt.edu   |  it is sh

ameful to surrender it too soon." &apos;, 

u&apos;  "Diet Evangelist".  Good term.  Fits Atkins to a "T".     --  ----------------

------------------------------------------------------------ Gordon Banks  N3JXP      |

 "Skepticism is the chastity of the intellect, and geb@cadre.dsl.pitt.edu   |  it is sh

ameful to surrender it too soon." &apos;, 

u&apos; Senile keratoses.  Have nothing to do with the liver.   --  -------------------

--------------------------------------------------------- Gordon Banks  N3JXP      | "S

kepticism is the chastity of the intellect, and geb@cadre.dsl.pitt.edu   |  it is shame

ful to surrender it too soon." &apos;, 

u&apos; I think in Illinois venereal disease (the old ones, not AIDS) was included. Syp

hillis was, for sure.     --  ---------------------------------------------------------

------------------- Gordon Banks  N3JXP      | "Skepticism is the chastity of the intel

lect, and geb@cadre.dsl.pitt.edu   |  it is shameful to surrender it too soon." &apos;, 

u&apos; I\&apos;m not sure it is the fluctuation so much as the estrogen level. Taking 

Premarin can certainly cause migraines in some women.  --  ----------------------------

------------------------------------------------ Gordon Banks  N3JXP      | "Skepticism

 is the chastity of the intellect, and geb@cadre.dsl.pitt.edu   |  it is shameful to su

rrender it too soon." &apos;, 
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u&apos;  Shouldn\&apos;t have.  But he may need to see the shrink about why he wanted t

o kill himself.  Depressed people can be succesfully treated usually.      --  --------

-------------------------------------------------------------------- Gordon Banks  N3JX

P      | "Skepticism is the chastity of the intellect, and geb@cadre.dsl.pitt.edu   |  

it is shameful to surrender it too soon." &apos;, 

u&apos;  Try peeling the skin back at the base of your other fingernails (not too hard,

 now, don\&apos;t want to hurt yourself).  You\&apos;ll find nice little lunulas there 

if you can peel it back enough.    --  ------------------------------------------------

---------------------------- Gordon Banks  N3JXP      | "Skepticism is the chastity of 

the intellect, and geb@cadre.dsl.pitt.edu   |  it is shameful to surrender it too soon.

" &apos;, 

etc… 

The problem with cosine distance is that it favors short documents as one can see. A pseudo 

metric such as KL-Divergence of unigram language models might solve this problem10.  

Another problem with this density approach is that it does not promote ‘diversity’ as one 

could propose a dense region which is not for from a previously proposed region. Therefore, 

we have also tried to add a diversity component (distance to previous elements) to cope 

with that. However, we found out that it was less effective with these modifications than a 

standard Classifier Process (cf following plot). One advantage though of the Greedy 

approach is that it is much faster to compute.  

                                           

 

10
 (it is often used in Information Retrieval as a ‘distance’ to replace cosine similarities). 
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Figure 4.9 Comparision of the Greedy Category Detection Algorithm with CP Classify 

process 

Investigating around the idea of “density”, we also thought of measure the density of 

“words” in order to detect categories or topics as a dense region of words.  As a similarity 

metric, we tried cosine, pointwise mutual information and expected mutual information. 

The problem with ‘density’ as we have experience is that it is clearly correlated to word 

frequency: the following figure shows on the x axes the log of the document frequency 

against the density measure. 
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Figure 4.10 Relationship between Document Frequency and “Density” of Word. x-axis is the 

log of the word document frequency; y-axis show the density of top nearest neighbor 

 

We then have tried to use community detection algorithm11 (based on Newman modularity)  

on the nearest neighbor graph. For instance, we show the most similar words (in the 

statistical sense) for bike,cars, incarnation are 

bike:'ride','riding',u'bikes','dod','motorcycle','helmet','rider','honda',’re

ar' 

cars:'car','engine','driving','miles','tires','honda','autos','road','ford' 

incarnation: 'god', 'human', 'trinity', 'christ', 'christian', 

'logos','mary', 'humanity', 'jesus' 

 

The results of the community detection algorithm are included in the appendix and one can 

compare with the topics proposed by NMF. If the clusters make sense, it remains hard to 

assess what users would prefer. It is however interesting to see that they can find different 

sets of words and it could be interesting to merge the results of these two different 

approaches to be more robust. 

Discussion 

This section has discussed the process of discovering and learning categories at the same 

time. In the literature, this problem is often addressed in a two-step process: first discover 

categories, and secondly employ active learning to build a labelled dataset.  We have tried to 

address both problems jointly and have described how this particular problem could be 

formalized. We then have proposed user models and simulated their behavior according to a 

batch creation hypothesis. 

                                           

 

11
 Fast unfolding of communities in large networks, Blondel et al, 

http://arxiv.org/abs/0803.0476v2 
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The experiments we conducted in D6.4, with the joint factorization of cluster and categories, 

showed us it was important to take into account categories when detecting new clusters. 

Active learning is obviously known to help the process of building labelled dataset and there 

is a large literature on how to combine active learning and clustering. However, the new 

series of experiments stressed the importance of learning from implicit feedback: namely 

using past propositions with a ‘Junk/Irrelevant Classifier’ was really important to avoid 

proposing again similar topics and documents. This is particularly interesting when a user is 

only interested in a subset of the document collection. 

Several things could be improved in the design of our experiments and we did not have time 

to fully investigate several ideas. For instance, a JointNMF approach coupled with ‘Junk’ 

Classifier might get even better results. Similarly a correct modelling of the user behavior 

when he creates a category from a set of words would be valuable. 

During this short period, we did not succeed yet in properly reformulating the joint problem 

of learning and discovery as the optimization of a submodular function nor as a 

reinforcement learning problem. We have identified several relevant works in the literature, 

notably the article “Active learning with generative and discriminative models” 12, even 

though our hypothesis, the batch creation hypothesis and creating categories from words, 

are more general than the ones in the literature.  Nevertheless, we have identified key ideas 

which could limit the number of user interactions while obtaining potentially better 

performance. In the context of FUPOL, a good active learning mechanism and a method to 

take into account past propositions could already offer better performance and limit the 

number of user interactions. 

5. Conclusion: 
Despite a major team change, we have successfully delivered a new version of the Hot Topic 

Sensing system integrating topics and categories. We have significantly optimized our 

prototype code. Furthermore, we believe that this FUPOL document categorization system 

has several important differentiators: 

 Both documents and features (words) can be labelled. Therefore, users can easily 

create and update categories: we have tried to make the model effective in the 

intended usage scenario: users would mostly label words and we would have only 

few document labels. As the feature labelling techniques may add noise to the 

document labels, the underlying model use latent factors which are likely to be more 

robust in this presence of noise. 

 We have changed how topic models should be used: topic models are computed only 

on recent documents in order to detect event like phenomenon whereas they used to 

be computed on the entire dataset. In addition, there is a neat integration between 

topic models and categories as it is straightforward to create categories from topics. 

                                           

 

12
 T. M. Hospedales, S. Gong, and T. Xiang. Finding rare classes: Active learning with generative and 

discriminative models. IEEE Trans. Knowl. Data Eng., 25(2):374–386, 2013 
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In addition, a patent submission is currently in preparation regarding the Joint Document 

and Feature labelling disclose as a follow-up of the D6.4 deliverable and should be submitted 

by the end of this year. 

In parallel to this work, we also have investigated the problem of jointly learning categories 

while discovering new ones. We have spent time formalizing the problem and reviewing 

potentially relevant papers. Then, simple experiments were carried out to better understand 

a) the limits of our previous algorithm in D6.4 and b) important factors to take into account 

in this process, such as learning from past propositions. 

As of today in the production version of the HTS system, the topic detection algorithm and 

categorizer are independent. If we want to integrate new solutions we have explored in this 

deliverable, it is first necessary to discuss with the partners what is possible in the remaining 

time frame. In all of our experiments, we had a ‘perfect’ control on what was shown and 

displayed to the user, whereas, in practice, FUPOL users may have very different ways to 

explore the data and create knowledge: they could navigate through the posts in the core 

platform, issued queries, browse data with Semavis. Basically, we need to evaluate and 

select which components would be the most valuable to end-users. The possible options 

could be to improve the topic model algorithm with event detection like methods, the 

category algorithm with semi supervised extensions. Other options would be to transfer the 

Wikipedia Generic categories for the pilot cities, to integrate a variant of the JointNMF 

algorithm or to work on hierarchies of topics or categories. Finally, an active learning API 

could be very beneficial: we could directly ask users to label ambiguous document and 

words.  
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6. Appendix 

The appendix contains instructions to log to our servers, various results and the detailed HTS 

API with the categories. 

Test-Server Access 

Please follow these instructions to access the current service: 

 Open your browser and go to https://htsweb.services.open.xerox.com/ 

 Enter credentials (see screenshots): 

 Login=reviewersfupol 

 Password=fupol2014 

 

 

 Then click on HTS GUI and the default GUI will be displayed 

o You can browse, topic engine, corpus etc. 

 In case, you are not redirected to the HTS service, search for ‘hts’ in the open 

Xerox service search bar 

https://htsweb.services.open.xerox.com/
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o Click on HTS 

o Click on Try it now (see screenshot) 

 

Please note that this GUI will not be presented to city users. WP6 provide an API to WP3 

and WP3 is currently in charge of proposing a GUI for end-users. 

Production-Server Access 

Please follow these same instructions to access the production server: 

 Open your browser and go to https://hts.services.open.xerox.com/ 

  

https://hts.services.open.xerox.com/
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Tables and Results: 

Table 5 Cluster of Words detected by using a community detection algorithm (based on 

network modularity) . The Graph is defined by top 10 nearest neighbor of words computed by 

the generalized mutual information for the 10,000 most frequent word in the twenty 

newsgroup. For comparison, the next table show the result for Non-Negative Matrix 

Factorization 

Cluste
r ID 

Top Words 

0 10 bit 20 15 30 16 12 50 25 14 100 11 24 40 john 13 17 18 93 21 

1 years old ago couple past months 000 lost half weeks month age reported 
thousands nearly lose older hour prior learned 

2 edu net cs al regards uk michael ac unit james org cc et au debate chris andrew 
colorado rich Richard 

3 02 04 01 wave 05 09 03 06 07 08 ip v2 slip tcp telnet v3 packet v1 v4 waves 

4 hard drive local card memory disk video mac board monitor driver mode apple 
drivers ram cards bus internal installed pro 

5 mr ad ma tm sp ex ah max stock em gm corporation pm eh huh md ya rs mi il 

6 color display value screen mouse values keyboard colors 256 button frame pixel 
menu displays specified specify inch buffer colour custom 

7 car road manual bike cars miles engine driving ride dealer owner oil automatic dod 
auto owners rear driven riding push 

8 power sound radio output tv supply digital input western signal super channel circuit 
audio shut music balance stereo voltage signals 

9 rest rule kept rid finished refuse headed golden divided assured behave occured 
invisible fools pink opponents happily thumb wrapped pity 

10 com box internet fax dave jim boxes larry uunet corp uucp johnson pop motorola 
netcom thats compuserve tel beach 205 

11 port serial modem parallel connect ports 1200 baud modems 2400 docs correction 
9600 irq interrupt dial comm connecting bps parity 

12 run windows software computer running pc machine dos graphics window allow 
hardware sun application user ibm runs package ms applications 

13 government state law country rights force house involved business private legal act 
laws police military market political allowed policy crime 

14 1992 appears appear 1990 march 1991 1988 wall 1989 park dan july february 1987 
pieces december planned august 1986 january 

15 training spring dog dogs trained advantages wash chase 1600 cats sheesh 
____________________________________________________________________
________ instructor disadvantages chasing 

16 world real history entire knowledge continue attempt official hate century followed 
historical attempts spread movement leader expert furthermore ancient rise 

17 university research center science school field study project department dr theory 
scientific robert analysis student college studies institute engineering education 

18 tom vision increases tommy radius mystery cl hm msu sphere 355 sez grows wk 336 
517 2178 circumference 9591 mcwilliams 

19 war dead kill killed women million population land attack blood killing army muslims 
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lived cold muslim town russian alive soviet 

20 anti jews israel jewish peace germany israeli arab german arabs talks nazi occupied 
joke france jew hitler palestinian falls jerusalem 

21 2nd 3rd 1st 1982 1985 4th 1980 1983 1967 1981 1978 1977 1975 7th 1979 1974 
1972 1968 1970 harry 

22 american america canada north europe americans south european canadian 
southern northern competition interview columbia decades ottawa locations briefly 
africa Ontario 

23 today 1993 national states april special white black press thank date office report 
building members organization release washington international family 

24 year game team play games self win hit period season defense base players player 
watch league baseball hockey regular playing 

25 space earth perfect nasa safety mass station gov dc vehicle surface launch star 
mission orbit lab shuttle mary moon flight 

26 average percentage er dirty ab hr rf ss dean cf lowest sb outs ba bb 3b 2b rbi 
alomar 1b 

27 day days home week early night body late hours cross morning watching sunday 
broken kids walk daily prepared sleep checking 

28 hp print printer fonts printed laser font printing dot scanner farm stretch printers 
packard ux matrix cartridge 9000 hewlett prints 

29 support supports supported tech extended supporting vote mapping rendering 
actively render represented realistic votes revision voted poll operates voting 
rendered 

30 original copy wonder copies factor originally poster battery amazing origin lee gee 
charged backed silver acid concrete batteries alpha horse 

31 available program file version files programs ftp text ca image useful details site 
format faq command function section request commercial 

32 high speed low level fast higher performance rate quality limited faster range lower 
slow increase cpu clock limit levels success 

33 price buy money cost sale pay offer sell asking plus willing condition bought extra 
excellent shipping cheap sold expensive considering 

34 mil camera gary film movie bobby navy shoulder jason clark brad williams barry 
worthless bonds movies scratch zoom taylor cameras 

35 new current save city red st york class middle blue east california west san expected 
existing boston brand texas chicago 

36 la van nj mon cal min pit tor chi det que bos buf nyi sean sj stl vernon vincent 
mclean 

37 read book reading write written books reference wrote writing modern author title 
writes style refer guide carefully edition chapter receiving 

38 control talk gun folks carry shot guns weapons weight unable politics defend gain 
carrying controlled weapon firearms reverse shooting violent 

39 ___ __ ____ _____ mitchell todd _______ tamu zeus motto ______ 

40 question ask answer questions asked comments suggestions answers welcome 
frequently answered fellow responded repeated tree handled asks announce cutting 
ideal 

41 man children men story young child friends wife woman born stories apart parents 
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raised serve abuse sick desire battle minds 

42 people come reason life person saying mind certainly live human consider personal 
death considered reasons living action basis nature suspect 

43 general public important major provide discussion expect needed specific takes 
purpose generally issues basic earlier appropriate ability provided specifically 
intended 

44 use used need using able line instead type simple uses needs currently lines model 
built normal easily build requires method 

45 say case fact true yes non given means says agree understand evidence claim clear 
talking assume opinion argument mentioned doubt 

46 believe god christian jesus love religion bible hell christians accept follow religious 
church truth christ paul faith christianity belief alt 

47 way point course quite trying thought idea based simply unless easy position view 
statement hold face points chance ideas obviously 

48 doesn isn mean wouldn exactly aren absolutely necessarily shouldn hasn surprised 
imply referring ridiculous clarify naive retain admittedly swallow perceive 

49 data standard systems access company required technology design network 
designed require users development product device products companies handle 
developed standards 

50 perfectly acceptable hidden removal tale similarity scream 

51 different example similar experience common ones particular according situation 
result completely main ways shows apply entirely accepted concept slightly definitely 

52 source code sources paper published page material references compared volume 
finding pages compare papers literature professional implementation journal fields 
algorithms 

53 work set works working fine worked option setting normally depending instructions 
glad default flat fails initially instruction flag smooth disable 

54 information following including later info known include contact various necessary 
process present included includes complete related create recent places previous 

55 taken taking events account event capable plain happening hang settle unfortunate 
damned yup expose hanging subjected placing outstanding characterize farther 

56 group article news posted posting friend groups newsgroup media articles magazine 
proposed path host concerning postings readers split aspects favor 

57 test results helpful tested previously tests testing stable routine verify achieved 
rotation evaluation excessive verified verification provision loses reluctant evaluating 

58 key phone chip security keys clipper voice encryption calls chips algorithm secret sci 
secure communications bits block random listen traffic 

59 number small large area size numbers parts areas larger count active noted 
suggested smaller placed discovered scale plug reliable target 

60 note form suggest actual object follows shape zero forms confused objects indicate 
indicates loop commonly busy pseudo phenomenon humor representation 

61 actually mention incorrect leap adjusted enlighten 

62 care effective medical drug food health risk treatment doctor pain insurance disease 
drugs medicine eat brain reaction patients treat treated 

63 change check single add cut changed changes added remove changing replaced 
checked removed hopefully match enter odd feed removing combined 
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64 hall ryan deserves hung peak robin classical ruth fame maine fox wesley eddie alert 
winfield babe nolan marginal prentice addison 

65 mail post interested email send list address message reply sent directly received 
wish direct respond letter receive names posts messages 

66 order issue huge pre store ordered threat concern dealing orders storage informed 
counter intelligent neat addressed substance module secondary threatened 

67 society practice moral social positive objective culture morality negative weird 
environmental adequate immoral soc subjective disaster significance mixed species 
morals 

68 guys hey replace replacement shop repair gotta damaged yep replacing suck exceed 
adjustment repaired adjusting repairs flush 

69 time long little tell called place especially short longer leave term wait happens bring 
record break starting pass imagine shown 

70 wrong correct recall assuming admit correctly tries assert corrected politically dull 

71 thanks help looking hi tried advance appreciated wondering hello appreciate greatly 
dear thanx netters pointers sincerely grateful avail refuses satisfaction 

72 like just don know think does good want really going better ll thing let look best lot 
maybe getting doing 

73 free feel sorry feeling lets strongly feels contained feelings suit comfortable 
apologize anger distribute oppose convention permitted compelled preferences 
slavery 

74 david fbi gas search koresh compound agents waco batf tank warrant branch agent 
assault incident tear cult tanks feds wind 

75 problem try having problems cause usually effect error trouble solution caused 
properly effects fix causes damage failed errors occur occurs 

76 end second coming lead fully beginning begin round loss summer sign twice familiar 
managed fourth ends zone useless agreement fifth 

77 ve got seen heard haven recently decided noticed fun gotten purchased hoping 
impressed lately ain rumors wondered ahh 

78 ground air cable feet pin connected fault foot constant wire hook flow blow 
connector pins cables successfully upset neutral loose 

79 mike steve stay bob joe brian scott eric ron sea vice doug pat kevin greg rick craig 
jones physically randy 

80 exist exists existence physical leads universe founded predict contradictory label 
predictions predicted infinite apologies prediction exclusive entity validity 
questionable finite 

81 right away left hand oh turn head wants giving turned hands yeah direction fight 
pull turns recognize holding spot heads 

82 times apparently exact plane experienced angle nasty blown consistently planes 
habit thoroughly dimensions alternate tended angles degrade 

83 soon banks gordon surrender pitt shameful skepticism intellect geb chastity cadre 
n3jxp dsl anytime 

84 did said didn came told went wanted took saw happened couldn finally guy gave 
looked knew brought notice led speaking 

85 word words gives meaning language speak meant definition define defined english 
translation repeat phrase forth mouth dictionary assembly string implies 
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86 response light dark ray visible lights turning mounted iron responding screw trace 
shaped wasted galaxy tracing formula shed gamma approaching 

87 iraq iran gulf saudi arabia saddam kuwait hussein iraqi iranian 

88 probably far goes likely close unfortunately difficult concerned pick impossible highly 
tend somewhat recommend mistake explanation closer unlikely presumably superior 

89 shit ass bullshit fuck bored asshole fucking kicks 

90 make sure great possible big makes making interesting difference sense deal future 
choice individual learn trade choose rules decide quick 

91 started stop stopped crazy realized badly grab honestly stops mad stopping joined 
heading complaining concentrate repeating evidently complained yelling chicken 

92 stuff deleted flame served flaming christmas hut bait pizza leftover 

93 band ring radar detect detector detectors bands rings detecting token valentine 
cracks 

94 open room door eyes clean eye closed located lock floor doors nose glass minded 
locked narrow ears locks trap stomach 

95 straight behavior sex sexual gay homosexual male homosexuality homosexuals clue 
practices female orientation partners exclusively fingers heterosexual preference 
clayton gays 

96 things certain happen lots figure basically stand seeing kinds weren touch silly 
figures filled worthy lacking spreading specifics dunno yield 

97 matter depends explained demonstrate bearing everyday incompetent 

98 outside inside water hot heat cool metal nuclear degrees hide temperature rarely 
dry warm tower electric secondly dirt rain plant 

99 Btw  

100 subject return separate referred returns exit null int expression declared void static 
returning char soil lecture geographical eager restart cancel 

101 service equipment charge services sales customers customer offering delivery 
operator operators tempest opt electromagnetic 

102 cheers kent 

103 liberal conservative liberals conservatives mildly 

104 opinions disclaimer expressed employer definately 

105 programmed s1 s2 laptop seeds r3 r1 n2 discarded n1 u2 padded r2 

106 job wonderful jobs gates employment excited resume professionally 

107 hope helps sadly 

108 thread threads 
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Table 6 Topic Words found by NMF on the whold twenty newsgroup dataset 

0 don know want read sure tell ll oh care understand live believe work really sorry ask hell 
remember going little 

1 windows dos os ms nt microsoft run running version apps mouse drivers unix driver 
using 386 mode win font pc 

2 god believe hell faith sin lord bible existence love man eternal belief heaven satan son 
life spirit truth evil exist 

3 drive hard disk drives floppy ide controller boot meg hd cd bios internal external slave 
seagate rom mb dos quantum 

4 game games espn baseball hockey night pens series caps fans play sabres devils goal 
coverage buffalo abc isles watch blues 

5 key keys bit des escrow public encryption algorithm bits message pgp security session 
nsa encrypted rsa s1 secret 80 secure 

6 car cars engine dealer miles ford oil power speed buy insurance clutch 000 driving 
owner tires mileage auto rear convertible 

7 israel jews israeli arab jewish arabs peace palestinian palestinians state israelis war 
adam lebanon land lebanese palestine killed anti gaza 

8 00 50 20 1st wolverine comics hulk cover dos 10 15 shipping man 30 sabretooth art 
spider liefeld 25 01 

9 geb dsl cadre n3jxp chastity pitt skepticism intellect shameful surrender banks gordon 
soon edu lyme blood patients medical probably weight 

10 edu ftp cs university mit pub version article indiana cica zip email david uiuc cc lcs 
available export internet colorado 

11 card video bus drivers cards driver ati diamond vlb isa ram local vesa board vga mode 
motherboard slot eisa svga 

12 fbi did koresh batf children compound gas said warrant davidians agents didn atf bd 
started waco tear evidence david cult 

13 use used using fonts way type device instead data better available uses drug widget 
work make set memory easy current 

14 file files format directory ftp gif zip bmp convert postscript ini exe manager read print 
utility rle win cview site 

15 good luck bad pretty idea book thing point better quality little things look worth make 
sure job books want buying 

16 jesus christ church christian bible christians sin faith paul law heaven mary john 
christianity life father did lord catholic says 

17 armenian armenians turkish genocide armenia turkey muslim turks soviet russian 
population muslims azerbaijan serdar war argic ottoman 000 million said 

18 need run memory say want simms buy ll able really code make going guess maybe pin 
needs fdisk signal won 

19 mail list address send mailing post interested reply ll subscribe message newsgroup info 
request news faq group copy email phone 

20 monitor vga apple color power monitors video screen computer cable svga centris 
display nec mag resolution sony switch 17 16 

21 looking information book source hello code email books buy thank subject regarding 
advice ftp sites appreciate algorithm sources interested used 

22 space nasa shuttle launch orbit moon earth station mission gov satellite lunar sci cost 
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science solar research data hst spacecraft 

23 scsi ide controller bus isa bit data devices dma transfer adaptec interface pc drives 
device sec fast faster hd speed 

24 just wondering wanted oh thought little work maybe way got curious thing doing mean 
bit guess yeah group test ll 

25 time years ago long ll said going didn old remember doctor day maybe weeks months 
couple little went pain thing 

26 new brand york version old price jersey computer buying technology buy bought models 
current 200 product engine witnesses gm zealand 

27 say believe religion true evidence question point argument claim objective belief truth 
way moral morality religious wrong beliefs science christians 

28 like sounds looks look sound things really sure doesn lot yeah make hear going sell feel 
nice pretty post doing 

29 program copy called disk ftp programs files pc disks manager run code shareware 
version write using zip cica able protection 

30 think really let thought didn lot fact wrong mr sorry kind motto try wouldn saying 
important ll better agree president 

31 government law encryption rights private federal clinton president state court citizens 
privacy public enforcement security administration nsa legal tax constitution 

32 mac modem software pc port serial apple printer hardware fax ports internal ii cable 
mouse external ibm se baud keyboard 

33 problem problems memory screen error fix using machine fine having running fixed 
server try works run print mouse work patch 

34 deleted stuff turkey article posting day lots message truelove atheist leftover served 
christmas paranoia really lot near hard guess agree 

35 chip clipper phone number encryption chips phones algorithm wiretap escrow line 
privacy data voice serial cellular secure crypto encrypted design 

36 help appreciated hi info greatly thank appreciate thanx trying wondering really project 
anybody able files recently friend tried send working 

37 bike ride bikes riding dod motorcycle dog road honda miles helmet rider rear advice 
bmw speed turn really insurance countersteering 

38 window application manager motif server display widget set xterm x11r5 using running 
user mouse client event cursor code x11 font 

39 10 11 12 15 25 16 14 13 20 17 18 19 30 24 23 21 50 22 28 period 

40 right left arms rights amendment militia bear wrong constitution let want words second 
way shall turn regulated hand make exactly 

41 graphics image color bit images software comp display data format computer available 
gif code jpeg 24 package 3d processing screen 

42 ve got seen heard tried haven used months recently thing past actually times problems 
read couple noticed sure cheers try 

43 team year players season win teams player league play nhl better hockey best games 
runs braves pitching morris hit won 

44 gun guns crime control police firearms weapons criminals laws law criminal weapon rate 
violent carry state defense self handgun nra 

45 com netcom tek bob ico bobbe beauchaine bronx queens feustel sank manhattan 
compuserve blew vice sea stay handheld jmd away 
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46 thanks advance hi email hello tell wondering anybody reply appreciate question 
responses site mail lot know ftp says kind replies 

47 sale offer shipping condition price interested asking email sell best original excellent 
used make cd manuals obo manual included disks 

48 people life things person gay world live lot make want love real associate bad going 
work homosexuals msg stop aren 

49 does know anybody mean work let heard doesn chips exist status happen getting 
exactly company information portable board far kind 
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HTS with Categories API Description Draft 

This section gives the fully detailed API for the HTS. 

Encoding and general guidelines 

Literals 

Timestamp: currently timestamp values are represented as Unix/Posix time values (numerical 
litererals; number of seconds since 1970-01-01). We recommend to switch to more user-readable and 
exact format that includes timezone information (i.e. ISO 8601 encoding, "2014-01-01T23:00+01"). 

Values: Please use an uniform format. For example, if you decide to encode numeric values in long, 
try to stick every value to that format. 

Empty values 

Attributes that have no value assigned don't have to be included in the JSON encoded object. 

Identifiers (Id) 

Identifiers must be unique (at least within the set of objects of that domain type) and must not change 
at any time. 

Support paging for resultlist on GET requests  

Basically it would be good practice, if GET requests returning lists as results support paging. In fact 
paging support is common practice and many REST frameworks already support building pageable 
results out of the box. 
Instead returning a list/array as result a structured object is returned. Beside the actual data, this 
object contains metadata about the queryresult - query parameters allow to specify and limit the date 
returned. The current implementation of HTS already supports this for retrieving resources. Below a 
sample request and result using paging. 

Request: http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/hts/api/v1/topicengine/?limit=10 

Paging Result  

{ 

 "meta": { 

  "limit": 10,  

  "next": "/hts/api/v1/topicengine/?offset=10&limit=10",  

  "offset": 0,  

  "previous": null,  

  "total_count": 16 

 },  

 "objects": [ 

  {  

   "id": "52987acbf8e31529e08e262e", 

   "name": "test language",  

   ... 

  }, 

  { 

   "id": "52987acbf8e31529e08e262f/", 

   "name": "London_NMFTE_20_topics", 

   ... 

  } 

  ... 
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 } 

} 

Omitting paging parameters leads to using default values, using a limit value of 0 returns the whole 
resultset of data. 

Domain objects used by API methods 

The following diagram illustrates the most important domain classes that are related to the HTS 
functionality: 

 

 

TopicEngineDocument  

A topic engine document is the representation of a post collected from (social) media. 
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Attribute Type Required Description 

doc_id String yes The document's unique identifier - usually an uri. 

name String   The name or title of the document (currently not set for any 
type of post) 

text String   The content of the document. A document's content should 
be represented in plain text without any formatting or 
structural information. 

site_uri String   A URI pointing to the document's origin (site, i.e. 
http://www.twitter.com) 

forum_uri String   A URI pointing to the document's forum (i.e. 
http://www.facebook.com/user/234324) 

crawled_at Timestamp yes Timestamp when the document has been created at the given 
site. In case that the create timestamp is unknown we try to 
guess it (usually we take the timestamp when we observed 
the post for the first time) 

post_type String   The type of the post that contains the content. Currently the 
following types are known: 

 sioc:Post (generic post) 

 sioc:MicroblogPost (i.e. Twitter) 

 sioc:Comment (i.e. a Facebook comment) 

 sioc:WeblogPost (i.e. Blogspot) 

geolocation Point   The geographical position that relates to this post encoded in 
GeoJSON format. A specification of GeoJSON can be found 
here. 

Depending on the social media site only about 5% of posts 
will have a geolocation. 

index Int   The row index of the document in its corresponding 
TopicEngine in any future matrix returned by "Inferring 
Categories Documents". 1-1 relationship with doc_id 

Sample TopicEngineDocument  

{ 

 "doc_id": "https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/456", 

 "create_time": 1392108158, 

 "forum_uri": "https://www.facebook.com/234/forum", 

 "geolocation": { "type": "Point", "coordinates": [47.5678,16.7893] }, 

 "name": "What a good story!", 

 "post_type": "sioc:Post", 

 "site_uri": "https://www.facebook.com", 

 "text": "This story is about....", 

 "index": 0 

}  

  

InferredDocuments  

An inferred documents is the representation of a sparse matrix of documents X categories matching 
probability. 

 We implement it here as an array of dictionnaries, where the array is indexed by the index of the 
documents, and the inner dictionnaries are indexed by the index of categories. 

http://www.twitter.com/
http://www.facebook.com/user/234324
http://geojson.org/
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Unfotunately, JSON does not support integer keys for dictionnaries, so we will use the string 
representation of the indexes for the inner dictionnaries, it will still be much more compact than the full 
ids. 

 Only matches greater than a given threshold (for example 0.5) will be present in the inner 
dictionnaries (sparsity), thus absent indexes of a category for a document can be interpreted as 0. 

  

This will be the return of the 3 functions:"Inferring from Existing Documents" "Inferring Documents" 
and "Inferring Categories Document". 

In the first case, only the categories of the asked documents will be present in the array, and the order 
will be the same than the order in which they where provided in input. 

In the second case, the documents are not added to the TopicEngine, the indexes will also match with 
the order in which they where provided in input. 

In the third case, all the documents are present and in the order of their predefined index.  

If a document has no category that match higher than the threshold, at its index the inner dictionnary 
will be empty. 

Attribute Type Required Description 

Does not really have an object formalism, 
this is just an array of dictionnaries.  

      

Sample InferredDocument  

[ 

  { 

   "2" : 0.95, 

   "17" : 0.68, 

   "29" : 0.7 

  }, 

  { 

   "0" : 0.65, 

   "15" : 0.99 

  }, 

 ... 

] 

  

Category  
Attribute Type Required Description 

id String true The unique identifier of this category. It is also the column 
index of the category in its corresponding TopicEngine in 
any future matrix returned by "Inferring Documents" or 
"Inferring from Existing Documents" or "Inferring 
Categories Documents"  

resource_uri String true The full path for accessing the category through the 
TopicEngine (finally come back, quite necessary to access 
all the category related functions and will be easier for you 
if we want to test differents apis (beginning of the path 
changes)) 
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name String true Name of this category that is used to label the category. 
Would be set by the facilitator. 

description String   A brief description of the category. Empty by default the 
value can be changed by the user in the core platform. 

words Array words||doc_ids 
required 

Array of strings 

doc_ids Array words||doc_ids 
required 

Array of document ids 

Sample Category  

{ 

 "id": 7, 

 "uri": "/hts/api/v1/topicengine/527bb851f8/category/7", 

    "name": "economy", 

 "description": "This category aims to capture document talking about local 

economic problems in Barnsley", 

 "words": [ 

  "unemployment", 

  "jobs" 

 ], 

 "doc_ids": [ 

  "https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/456", 

  "https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/457" 

 ] 

 } 

  

Topic  

A Topic does not have a stable Id. Topics can only be addressed by their index position in the list of 
topics of a TopicEngine.  

Attribute Type Required Description 

id String true Index position of the topic in the list of topics. Indexing by position 
is not relevant since the next time the engine runs, it might be 
another topic at this position. Finally, an id come back, but it will 
valid for a given time after the proposal is made (24h for 
example). During this time, a category can be created from this 
topic by providing its id in the "Create Category" function. 

resource_uri String true Corresponding uri 

quality Float   for later use: A score to rank topics in order to present 'the most 
relevant ones' to the user firsts .. 

summary Array   An array of Strings containing sentences taken from the 
document. The summary must be calculated as part of the topic 
training process in HTS. We'd like to avoid an additional call to 
generate summaries and assume that once a topic is available the 
summary is available as well. 

Currently we expect to get up to 10 sentences per topic. 

words Array true Array of TopicWords   

doc_ids Array true Array of documents ids of selected documents that are 
representative of this topic. 

Sample Topic  

{ 

    "id": a52b4fe541, 
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 "uri": "/hts/api/v1/topicengine/527bb851f8/topic/a54b2c4ea", 

 "quality": 37.04, 

    "summary": [  

        { "sentence": "The arts exhibition in Paris was a great success." }, 

        { "sentence": "Paintings of dutch masters were in high demand during the 

auction." } 

    ], 

 "words" : [ 

  { "word" : "painting", "probability" : 0.48, }, 

  { "word" : "exhibition", "probability" : 0.42, }  

 ] 

 "doc_ids" : [ 

  "https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/456", 

  "https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/457" 

 ] 

 } 

 

TopicWord  

Simple object that holds the attributes of a topic's top word or with a category 

Attribute Type Required Description 

word String yes   

probability Float     

API Methods 

The API is REST-based with some exceptions. 

As a general design principle the calls should return as fast as possible. All of them are synchronous, 
so the core platform will be blocked until the calls terminate on the HTS side. If a call triggers a long-
running task then the long-running task must be executed after the (triggering) call has terminated. 

Icon  

The experience with the integration of the core platform and the HTS server is that it's necessary to 
log the result of all calls between both sides and review this logs regularly. We had up to 30% of calls 
terminate with various http errors which leads to inconsistent data on both sides. 

Getting categories by index 

Retrieve categories from their indexes 

HTTP method POST   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_get_cats_by_index/   

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request represention An array of categories indexes (integers)   

Result  HTTP 200 - returns an array of the categories of the 
corresponding indexes  
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 HTTP 404 - if the topicengine does not exist   

Getting document indexes 

Retrieve document indexes from their doc_ids 

HTTP method POST   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_get_docs_indexes/   

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request 
represention 

An array of doc_ids see 
TopicEngineDocument 

Result  HTTP 200 - returns an array of the indexes of 
the corresponding documents  

 HTTP 404 - if the topicengine does not exist 

  

  

Adding Documents 

Adds a collection of documents to the corpus and returns the related topics for each document. As a 
side effect this call might trigger a retraining of the topic engine. 

It's important for the core platform that this method returns quickly, so depending on the time that 
retraining takes it might be a good idea to infer the topics based on the pre-trained topic engine and 
train the topic engine after this call has terminated. 

HTTP method POST   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_add_documents/   

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request 
represention 

An array of TopicEngineDocuments see 
TopicEngineDocument 

Result  HTTP 200 - returns an array of ints, the 
indexes of the added documents  

 HTTP 404 - if the topicengine does not exist 

  

  

Inferring from Existing Documents 

Returns the related categories for every requested doc_id. Corresponding document must have been 
added to the TopicEngine beforehand. This function have been created for two purposes: separate 

 adding documents and inferring their categories, thus giving the possibility to infer categories later 
and many times; and to separate with the next function that infer categories on not added documents. 

HTTP method POST   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_infer_doc_ids/   

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request 
representation 

An array of doc_ids see 
TopicEngineDocument 
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Result  HTTP 200 - An array of 
InferredDocuments object 

 HTTP 404 - If the topicengine does not 
exist 

see InferredDocument 

  

Inferring Documents 

Returns the related categories for every requested document. Unlike addDocuments this function 
doesn't add the documents to the corpus, but instead it just uses the knowledge that is contained 
inside the topic engine for labeling the documents. 

For the sake of uniformity this API call basically has the same method signature as _add_documents. 

HTTP method POST   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_infer_documents/   

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request 
representation 

An array of TopicEngineDocuments see 
TopicEngineDocument 

Result  HTTP 200 - An array of 
InferredDocuments object 

 HTTP 404 - If the topicengine does not 
exist 

see InferredDocument 

Icon  

WP3 main use cases related to the HTS engine are... 

 interactive search: the user searches for content on Facebook, Twitter etc. and we show him a 
list of search results, but those posts are not added to the corpus. Each post shall be labelled 
based on the existing topic engine. Is this possible with the proposed matrix approach, as it 
contains the links between the categories and the existing documents. 

It is ok if we infer a set of categories (see comment above) 

  

Create Category 

Creates a new category with a given parent category 

HTTP method POST 

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_create_category/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

Request 
represation 

  topic_id - String - Topic from which the Category is built from (see Topic). 

 name - string - required - The name of the Category 

 words - Array - Optional - The selected words by the annotator (from the 
topic proposal) 

 doc_ids - Array - Optional - The selected documents by the annotator (from 
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the topic proposal) 

{ "name": "my first category", "topic_id": "a45bc24eff", "words": [ 

"riot", "ukraine" ], "doc_ids": [ 

"https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/456", 

"https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/457" ]  } 

Result HTTP 200 : The category object is returned with its id and uri fields filled 

HTTP 404 - Topicengine doesn't exist, or Topic doesn't exist or is no more valid. 

  

Update Category Attributes 

Allows the caller to modify the attributes of a topic.  

HTTP method POST 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_update_category/ 

Request path parameters  id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 

Request representation  name - string - the new name for the category 

 description - string - the new description for the category 

{ 

 "name": "the categories new name", 

 "description": "the categories new description" 

} 

Result  HTTP 200 - Successfully updated the category 

 HTTP 404 - If the topicengine or the category does not exist 

  

Add Category Words 

Add several words to a specific category. The request might contain words that have already been 
added to the category. The server has to silently ignore those word - no error is expected by the client. 

HTTP method POST 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_add_words/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 

Request representation an array of strings (words) 

[ 

 "arts", "politics", "sports" 

] 

Result  HTTP 200 - Success 

 HTTP 404 - Either the topicengine or the category does not exist 
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Remove Category Words 

Removes several words from a specific category. If the request contains words that are not associated 
with the category, the server has to silently ignore those words - no error is expected by the client. 

HTTP method POST 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_remove_words/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 

Request representation An array of strings (words) 

[ 

 "arts", "politics", "sports" 

] 

Result  HTTP 200 - Success 

 HTTP 404 - Either the topicengine or the category does not exist 

Add Category Documents 

Adds several document ids to a specific category. The request might contain ids for documents that 
already have been associated to the category. The server has to silently ignore those document ids 
withouth raising an error. 

HTTP method POST 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_add_docs/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 

Request representation An array of strings describing the document ids 

[ 

 "http://123.totoweb.html", 

 "http://xyz.acem.com/123.html" 

] 

Result  HTTP 200 - Success 

 HTTP 404 - Either the topicengine or the category does not exist 

  

Remove Category Documents 

Removes several document ids from a specific category. If the request contains ids for documents that 
have not been associated to the category, the server has to silently ignore those document ids 
withouth raising an error. 

HTTP method POST 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_add_docs/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 
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Request representation An array of strings describing the document ids 

[ 

 "http://123.totoweb.html", 

 "http://xyz.acem.com/123.html" 

] 

Result  HTTP 200 - Success 

 HTTP 404 - Either the topicengine or the category does not exist 

   

Retrieving Categories Documents 

Return the matrix Doc x Category with predictions scores for all documents in the campaign 

HTTP method GET 

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_document_categories/?limit=100&offset=0 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

Request query 
parameters 

 optional paging parameters - see paging get result (Paging) 

Result  HTTP 200 - An InferredDocumentS object (see new definition)  

 HTTP 404 - If the specified topicengine does not exist 

 

Get Topics Proposal 

 

HTTP method GET   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_get_topic_proposals/    

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request query 
parameter 

 slice - string - Can only be "hour", "day", "week" or "month" (to be 
defined) 

  

Result  HTTP 200 - An array of TopicS 

 HTTP 404 - If the specified topicengine does not exist 
 

 

Get Topics Proposal on Date 
HTTP method GET   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_get_topic_proposals_ondate/    

Request path parameters  id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request query parameter  start_time - Timestamp - Required   
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 end_time - Timestamp -Optional 

Result  HTTP 200 - A string, the identifier of the future proposal 

 HTTP 404 - If the specified topicengine does not exist 
 

Get Topics Proposal by Token  
HTTP method GET   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_get_topic_proposals_ondate/    

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request query 
parameter 

 proposal_token - string - Required - Identifier of a previously asked 
proposal, (have been returned by the Get Topics Porposal on Date 
function) 

  

Result  HTTP 200 - An array of TopicS 

 HTTP 202 - The topic proposal is not ready yet. 

 HTTP 404 - If the specified topicengine does not exist or the provided 
proposal_token is invalid. 

 

  

Workflow 

Documents are added as usual: 

 From time to time, topics are computed and proposed to the facilitator 

 Depending on the quality of proposed topics, he/she decides to create categories (stable 
topics...) 

 Documents continue to be added to HTS 

 From time to time, the user examined document belonging to a category, analyze a new set of 
topics and decide whether to add a new category 
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This is a sketch of the facilitator UI to create categories from topics aimed to demonstrate how the 
create_categ, add_labeldocs, add_labelwords could be used. We need a similar UI for categories 
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